Agenda
CALS Curriculum Committee Meeting
Tuesday, February 8, 2022, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.
6201 MSB

Voting Members:
• Irwin Goldman, Co-Chair (2022)
• Jan Peter Van Pijkeren, Co-Chair (2023)
• Denise Ney (2023)
• Katie Vermillion Kalmon (2023)
• Richard Lankau (2024)
• Charles Kaspar (2024)
• Tera Holtz Wagner (2024)
• Natalie Antonson, student member (S 2022)
• Katie Weisner, student member (S 2022)

Non-Voting Members:
CALS Ex Officio:
• Karen Wassarman
• Sarah Barber
• Megan Ackerman-Yost

Chair for this meeting: JP van Pijkeren

INFORMATIONAL AND DISCUSSION ITEMS

1. **Comment for CALS APC** – New Undergraduate Certificate in Science Communication
   Effective Fall 2022
   Guests: Mike Xenos, Tera Wagner
   https://next-guide.wisc.edu/programadmin/?key=1287

CONSENT AGENDA

2. Review meeting minutes from January 25, 2022

3. **Course change** – updating requisites to allow GH majors; aligning description and CLOs with campus requirements
   NUTR SCI/INTER-AG 421 – Global Health Field Experience
   Effective Fall 2022
   https://next-guide.wisc.edu/courseadmin/?key=88262

4. **Course deactivation**
   FOOD SCI 438 – Food Service Operations Lab
   Effective Fall 2022
   https://next-guide.wisc.edu/courseadmin/?key=4310
ACTION ITEMS

5. CALS International Studies requirement – new application 1:20-1:40pm
   LSC 625 – Risk Communication Goldman/Everyone
   Materials in Box

6. Course change – increase credits from 2 to 3, add crosslisting, change title 1:40-1:50pm
   and description, add graduate attribute
   GENETICS/BIOCHEM 631 - Plant Genetics and Development Lankau/Ney
   Effective Fall 2022
   https://next-guide.wisc.edu/courseadmin/?key=4688

7. New course 1:50-2:00pm
   GENETICS 588 – Immunogenetics Kaspar/van Pijkeren
   Effective Fall 2022
   https://next-guide.wisc.edu/courseadmin/?key=89382

8. Program changes - updating some core requirements 2:00-2:20pm
   Forest Science BS Goldman/Wagner
   Effective Fall 2022
   https://next-guide.wisc.edu/programadmin/?key=43

INFORMATIONAL AND DISCUSSION ITEMS

9. Reminder – CALS Teaching and Advising Awards due February 11th
   • Arthur J. and Ellen A. Maurer Extra Mile Award (note: candidates for this award must be nominated by a
     student)
   • Robert R. Spitzer Teaching Excellence Award
   • WALSAA Outstanding Advisor Award